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1 INT. STAR'S ROOM - DAY 

STAR is surrounded by a pile of books about different 
dimensions. She's a mess, with knotted hair and bags under 
her eyes. 

She reads each book at a manic speed, then tosses it into a 
pile. 

She is also scrolling through dimensions on her mirror feed. 
Each channel shows a different creature on the other side of 
the screen. None of them have seen her mom. 

STAR 
Have you seen Queen Moon? 

(picks up a book) 
Nope. 

(scrolls through a channel) 
You know where Queen Moon is? 

(changes channel, grabs a new book) 
Not this one. 

(tosses book, changes channel) 
WHERE IS MY MOM. 

On the other side of the room. GLOSSARYCK trains a baby 
METEORA on how to use her innate magic. Meteora has a bowl of 
cereal in front of her. 

GLOSSARYCK 
Star, I could use your help over here. 

Star GRUNTS and walks over. 

GLOSSARYCK 
Can you show Meteora how to use her 
innate magic to eat the cereal? 

Meteora looks up at Star and smiles as she uses magic to toss 
the cereal all over the room. 

STAR 
THIS is how we're training the next 
warrior princess of Mewni? At this 
rate she'll use my princess training 
more than your magic training to help 
me find my mom. 

(baby talk to Meteora) 
Who's a little princess? Who's gonna 
help me search the universe for my 
mom? 
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GLOSSARYCK 
This is part of your training too. 

STAR 
I finished my training, remember? 

Star uses magic on the cereal. It EXPLODES, shooting fiery 
cereal bits all over the room that singe the walls and floor. 

Meteora laughs and claps her hands. Star is frustrated. 

GLOSSARYCK 
Oh yes, PARDON ME, your new capacity 
for innate magic presents NO NEW 
CHALLENGES. 

There's a knock on the door. 

STAR 
Come on, I can do simple stuff. 

Star tries to open the door with magic, but the whole thing 
flies off the hinge. The CASTLE ATTENDANT who knocked is 
jolted. 

CASTLE ATTENDANT 
Hello Princess. Eclipsa requests your 
attendance tomorrow for a conference 
on monster-Mewman relations- 

STAR 
Great I'll be there. 

CASTLE ATTENDANT 
Will you be bringing Prince Tom? 

STAR 
Uh, I actually don't know right now. 

She grabs the destroyed door and brings it back to the 
doorway. The castle attendant's tone immediately shifts. 

CASTLE ATTENDANT 
Oh my! Is there DRAMA, princess? 
Conflict between royal lovers- 

STAR 
NO, goodbye! 

She shuts the door. 
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GLOSSARYCK 
Star, can you please help Meteora with 
her diaper? 

STAR 
You're making her learn spells about 
diapers? 

Glossaryck waves an air of stink away from his face. 

GLOSSARYCK 
No, she just needs a change. 

Another knock at the door. Without looking at it Star 
DESTORYS the door with magic. 

STAR 
THERE IS NO DRAMA AND I'M NOT AVOIDING 
HIM. 

It's MARCO. He's got a huge stack of books in his hand. 

MARCO 
Huh? 

STAR 
Oh, Marco! Thank corn you're here. 

MARCO 
I've cleared out the dimension section 
of the Mewni library. I hope you don't 
mind, I also grabbed a comic. 

He holds up a comic about a corn-themed Mewni superhero. 

STAR 
Thanks Marco. We're so swamped here. 

Marco dumps the books and replaces the door. There's another 
knock. Star FUMES. 

MARCO 
Don't worry, I got it. 

TOM talks through the door. 

TOM (O.S.) 
Star? It's Tom. 

Star whispers to Marco. 
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STAR 
Tell him I'm incredibly busy trying to 
find my mom in the multiverse while 
also raising the next generation of 
Mewni leadership and I don't have time 
to talk, especially not about anything 
related to feelings! 

2 INT. CASTLE HALLWAY - DAY 

Marco steps outside and closes the door behind him. It's TOM, 
a bouquet of flowers in hand. 

Marco is nervous- last they talked, he told Tom he'd kissed 
Star. 

MARCO 
Heyyyyy Tom. 

TOM 
Marco. Is Star there? 

MARCO 
She's actually incredibly busy uh, 
looking for Mewni leadership and 
raising the next generation of her 
mom. 

TOM 
What? 

MARCO 
She can't talk right now. 

TOM 
I haven't seen Star since this whole 
kingdom almost got destroyed. 

MARCO 
I'm sorry man. I swear, she is really 
overwhelmed. 

TOM 
Then she should make time to talk to 
her boyfriend. I can help!  

(pause) 
Isn't it just like you to be the 
messenger here? 

Tom is disheartened. Marco gets it. 
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MARCO 
I promise, I'll do everything I can to 
make sure you and Star get some time 
together ASAP. 

TOM 
Great. Otherwise I might get worried 
you're kissing Star again. And you 
don't want that. 

The bouquet of flowers bursts into flames and disintegrates. 

MARCO 
Nope! 

3 INT. STAR'S ROOM - DAY 

Marco enters to find Star wrestling with a floating diaper. 
Glossaryck offers no help. 

Marco jumps in to help. 

MARCO 
Star, maybe we should reconsider your 
schedule. 

STAR 
No way dude. I am not taking ANY time 
out of the search for my mom. 

MARCO 
I was thinking more like getting a 
babysitter for Meteora. Someone to 
change the diapers so you can focus on 
just princess training- 

Meteora's dirty diaper falls right onto Marco's comic. 

MARCO 
That's gonna be a library fine. 

Meteora laughs and looks at the diaper. She uses magic to set 
the whole thing on fire. 

STAR 
Ach! Cotton candy fire extinguish! 

A waterfall of cotton candy flows right next to the fire 
without touching it. Marco uses a bucket to toss it over the 
fire and put it out. 
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MARCO 
And training yourself. And looking for 
your mom. But also maybe spending some 
time with the people you love. 

Star perks up. 

STAR 
You're so right. When was the last 
time you and I made nachos?! 

MARCO 
Right? But I was thinking about the 
fact that you haven't talked to your 
boyfriend in a couple of weeks. 

Star's mood instantly drops. 

STAR 
Oh yeah. Well that's okay, Tom and I 
don't have anything important to talk 
about anyway! 

(baby talk to Meteora) 
Who wants a babysitter so I can search 
the multiverse for my missing mom? 

4 INT. CASTLE HALLWAY - DAY 

Marco and Star push Meteora in a stroller. 

MARCO 
As a professional aid to a princess, I 
know the genius who could really take 
on this role. 

5 INT. CASTLE THEATER - DAY 

Star and Marco enter the large theater from the back. The 
entire audience is giving a standing ovation and screaming 
their praises. 

On stage: MIME GIRL. She bows to a waterfall of flowers 
thrown on stage. 

Tom is in the audience. He wipes a single tear from his eye 
then sees Star walking through the crowd. 

TOM 
Star! I've been trying to catch you. 
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STAR 
Sorry Tom, can't talk. Gotta run. 

MARCO 
I can go ahead if you wanna talk to 
Tom- 

STAR 
Nope, I gotta screen any potential 
babysitters. 

6 INT. CASTLE THEATER DRESSING ROOM - DAY 

Mime Girl sits at her vanity. She wipes away her makeup to 
reveal different mime makeup underneath. 

Star, Marco, and Meteora enter. 

Marco talks to Mime Girl like he's a hot-shot agent pitching 
a new role to his star client. 

MARCO 
Mime Girl! Long time no see. You look 
great. New beret? 

Mime Girl smiles and greets them. 

MARCO (CONT'D) 
Listen, I've got a once-in-a-lifetime 
gig for you. 

Mime Girl is all ears. Mime Girl mimes being excited about 
holding the baby. Star hands over Meteora. Meteora <GIGGLES>. 

MARCO (CONT'D) 
Babysitting Princess Meteora full 
time! 

Meteora smiles and grabs Mime Girl's beret. She sets it on 
fire and it disintegrates. 

Mime Girl freezes and looks at Star and Marco. She isn't into 
the idea. 

STAR 
Can you teach the baby how to mime 
too? Can you teach ME how to mime? 

Star tries to mime something incoherent. She's horrible at 
it. 
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Mime Girl isn't amused. 

MARCO 
So Mime Girl, whaddya say? Or should I 
say, whaddya mime? 

Mime Girl puts Meteora in her vanity chair and backflips to 
the window. She turns them, winks, waves, and smiles before 
shaking her head "no" and crawling out the window. 

STAR 
Wow. She IS a genius. 

Meteora has disappeared from the vanity chair. 

MARCO 
Where's Meteora?! 

They hear giggles coming from outside the theater room. 

7 INT. CASTLE THEATER - DAY 

Star and Marco run out. 

STAR/MARCO 
Meteora! 

Tom sits cross-legged on the floor with Meteora. He opens up 
his hand and produces a flame. She laughs and claps, 
producing little sparks. 

TOM 
Good! 

He takes her hand and positions it to face palm-up. He does 
the same and produces a flame in his hand. Meteora's palm 
ignites a tiny flame. 

MARCO 
Woah. 

STAR 
Sorry, playtime's over. Gotta get this 
baby back to boring old baby business. 

She picks Meteora up. 

TOM 
She's got a lot of power, Star. 
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STAR 
Yep. Bye! 

Star exits. Marco grins sheepishly at Tom and follows her. 

8 INT. CASTLE HALLWAY - DAY 

Star and Marco push Meteora's stroller down the hall. 

STAR 
Meteora deserves the most responsible, 
reliable person in Mewni to be her 
babysitter. 

Star opens a door to the laundry room. 

9 INT. LAUNDRY ROOM - DAY 

MARCO 
Sir Lavabo? 

SIR LAVABO is taking dirty clothes from a HUGE pile and 
throwing them into the giant laundry machine. He looks up 
when he hears his name. 

SIR LAVABO 
Princess Butterfly and my old, failed 
squire! How are you! 

Sir Lavabo abandons his task and approaches them. 

SIR LAVABO (CONT'D) 
What can I do for you two today? 

STAR 
I'm not sure how fast word travels to 
the laundry room, but you may have 
heard there's a new princess in town! 

Star holds up a smiling Meteora. 

SIR LAVABO 
My predictions are confirmed! I saw 
all the new royal baby clothes with 
holes for a tail and knew it! 

MARCO 
We're looking for someone to work with 
Meteora. 
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SIR LAVABO 
You want this baby to be my new 
squire? If you insist Princess 
Butterfly. First day training starts 
now I guess! 

Sir Lavabo takes Meteora out of Star's hands and throws her 
into the laundry machine. 

Star casts a spell: 

STAR 
Rubber sparkle bounce house! 

Instead of cushioning the laundry machine with balloons, the 
spell creates a tiny bounce house in Meteora's hands.  

STAR (CONT'D) 
Oh CORN! 

Marco jumps into the air and catches Meteora mid-air just in 
time. 

MARCO 
Phew! 

Meteora, unphased, chews on the small bounce house. 

STAR 
That's not what I meant. I want you to 
be her babysitter. 

SIR LAVABO 
I understand. 

(on one knee, head bowed) 
I will dedicate every ounce of my 
being to aid this small child in 
physical and emotional well being so 
she can become the kind, powerful 
leader Mewni deserves. 

Marco holds Meteora protectively. Star nudges him to hand 
over the baby. He does. 

STAR 
I'm still going to need her for 
training of course- 

(choking) 
What is that SMELL? 

Marco covers his mouth as if he's about to vomit. 
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SIR LAVABO 
The laundry hasn't been attended to in 
forty-six seconds. It begins to smell 
after about thirty-five. 

Meteora coughs and pukes onto Sir Lavabo's shoulder. He 
scrutinizes it. 

SIR LAVABO 
(to himself) 

I always knew a conflict of 
responsibility would be the end of my 
days. I didn't anticipate it would be 
today. To continue my life's work by 
preserving the threads of my kingdom, 
or to stay by the side of this 
newfound commitment, a mysterious 
child? One can only imagine the trauma 
of this indecision... 

The laundry smell becomes unbearable. 

STAR 
On second thought, you focus on 
laundry and I'll find another 
babysitter for Meteora. Thanks again! 

Star and Marco take the baby and run out. 

10 INT. CASTLE HALLWAY - DAY 

STAR 
Lavabo is a really dedicated guy, but 
we need someone who isn't so busy 
already. 

MARCO 
Maybe we should consider asking Tom to 
help out. 

STAR 
Tom is far too busy being a prince to 
babysit. You know Tom and me, always 
so busy! We need someone who can drop 
all their responsibilities. Someone 
cunning, but with nothing going on. 

Marco rolls his eyes. 

MARCO 
Oh I see where you're going with this. 
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11 INT. STAR'S ROOM - DAY 

JANNA holds Meteora. Glossaryck floats beside them. Star and 
Marco are about to walk out the door, nacho supplies in hand. 

STAR 
We're off to scan through a few 
dimensions then make nachos! 

JANNA 
Cool. I'll be here learning spells 
with Glossaryck. 

Star and Marco walk out the door. 

GLOSSARYCK 
I'm only training Meteora. 

JANNA 
Totally, so when do we get to dark 
magic? 

12 INT. CASTLE HALLWAY - DAY 

Star and Marco walk down the hall. 

STAR 
Thanks for encouraging me to take a 
break. I think it'll be good for me. 

MARCO 
Totally. And after nachos I'll leave 
you and Tom to hang out. 

STAR 
Yeeeeeaaahhhh. Ah corn, I forgot the 
cheese. 

Star turns around. 

13 INT. STAR'S ROOM - DAY 

Star and Marco enter to find Janna on her knees begging 
Glossaryck teach her magic. Meteora isn't in the room. 

JANNA 
Just ONE dark magic spell? Please? 

GLOSSARYCK 
Let me think...no. 
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JANNA 
Do you want me to guess one? 

She stands up and does her best Star impression. 

JANNA (CONT'D) 
Spooky pony magic POOF! 

Nothing happens. 

STAR 
Janna! WHERE is Meteora? 

JANNA 
Oh hey guys. I gave her to Tom. 

STAR 
WHY?! 

JANNA 
He came looking for Star and Meteora 
was the closest thing. Plus she was 
getting in the way of my magic 
training. 

STAR 
Janna, you're fired. 

JANNA 
(to Glossaryck) 

My schedule just opened up more for 
private lessons. 

GLOSSARYCK 
No. 

Star goes to her mirror. 

STAR 
Mirror, show me Tom. 

The mirror shows Tom and Meteora in the garden. 

TOM 
Let's learn something Glossaryck won't 
teach you. 

Tom's eyes glow red and he laughs maniacally. He bursts into 
flames. 
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STAR 
Oh no, he's teaching her something 
terrible and she's going to destroy 
Mewni AGAIN. 

Star and Marco run to the door. 

GLOSSARYCK 
Wait Star! 

Star turns around. 

GLOSSARYCK (CONT'D) 
Please don't leave me alone with her. 

STAR 
I don't have time for this! 

She runs out. 

14 EXT. CASTLE GARDEN - DAY 

Star and Marco search through the garden. Star is incredibly 
stressed. 

MARCO 
I'm sure whatever he's teaching her 
isn't THAT bad. 

STAR 
She doesn't need him to train her at 
ALL. Glossaryck and I can handle it. 

MARCO 
But if you and Tom worked together- 

STAR 
I'd rather not. 

The two of them smell smoke. They spot a fire in the middle 
of the garden. 

STAR 
Cotton candy fire extinguish! 

Star accidentally creates a huge pile of cotton candy that is 
itself ON FIRE. Tom and Meteora look up from the middle of 
the garden. 

TOM 
Star? 
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STAR 
AH! Cotton candy fire EXTINGUISH! 

A fire extinguisher made of cotton candy falls into the 
flaming mess. 

STAR 
Cotton CANDY fire EXTINGUISH! Cotton 
candy FIRE extinguish! Extinguish FIRE 
candy COTTON! 

They're all spell mishaps and the garden is in flames. 

TOM 
Star wait! Meteora, do you wanna show 
Star what you were working on? 

STAR 
We actually don't need any more fires 
right now thank you! 

Meteora opens her mouth for a big yawn that sucks in all the 
flames. She holds it in, giving her chipmunk cheeks, then 
lets out a tiny, smokey burp and laughs. 

MARCO 
That was awesome! 

(baby talk) 
Who's using their pyrokinetic powers 
for good? 

TOM 
Isn't she great? 

STAR 
She is! Thank you for finding her for 
but this baby's had enough 
distractions for today. 

MARCO 
I got an idea. You two should work on 
Meteora's training TOGETHER! Star 
teaches the princess stuff, Tom 
teaches the pyrokinesis, you two grab 
milkshakes after training, etcetera! 

TOM 
I love that idea. 

STAR 
Pshhh, Tom you're too busy for that. 
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TOM 
I can make time. 

STAR 
But I can't, right squire? 

MARCO 
Actually you can! That's what I've 
been trying to do for you all day is 
MAKE TIME for you! I don't know how 
I'm supposed to be a good squire and 
good friend if you don't accept my 
help! 

(beat) 
I'm going to go make nachos by myself! 

Marco leaves. He comes back and grabs Meteora. 

MARCO (CONT'D) 
And I'm taking the baby with me! 

Tom and Star have an awkward moment after Marco leaves. 

TOM 
Star, what's going on with you and me? 

STAR 
I don't know! 

TOM 
Look, I know things have been 
overwhelming- 

STAR 
That's an understatement. My mom is 
missing, I don't know whether Eclipsa 
will stay queen, I'm training 
Meteora... 

TOM 
And you kissed Marco. 

Star pauses. 

STAR 
He told you?! 

TOM 
I wasn't very surprised. But I wish 
I'd heard it from you. Well, I wish it 
hadn't happened, but... 
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STAR 
I'm so sorry Tom. I should have talked 
to you immediately after. There was 
this photo booth we were stuck in and 
it was a whole thing-  

TOM 
I just want to know where you and I 
stand now. 

15 INT. STAR'S ROOM - DAY 

Marco scarfs down a huge plate of nachos. He vents to 
Meteora, who wiggles around on the floor near the mirror, 
practicing blowing flames and sucking them back in at various 
targets around the room.  

MARCO 
Am I crazy for trying to get them to 
spend time together? I'm ignoring my 
own opinions and doing my JOB.  

Marco whips out his psychologist outfit and acts as his own 
psychologist.  

MARCO (CONT'D) 
But am I doing my job or just 
overcompensating for my own want to 
NOT support Star's relationship? But 
as a friend, am I obligated to support 
the relationship or to tell her the 
truth? But isn't the truth biased when 
it comes from ME, the OTHER MAN? 

Meteora laughs at him. 

MARCO 
At least I have a good listener here. 
Are you gonna hate me again when you 
grow up and remember I'm Princess 
Turdina? 

Meteora makes a face at the mention of Princess Turdina. 

Star walks in. 

STAR 
Hey guys. So...Tom and I are going to 
split Meteora's training. So, no 
babysitter but more free time! 
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MARCO 
That's great! 

STAR 
And also Tom and I broke up. 

MARCO 
Oh no. 

(pause) 
This is all my fault. 

STAR 
No, it's mine. And that's okay. I'm 
glad that weight isn't on my shoulders 
anymore. But I'm pretty sad.  

Marco hugs her. Meteora starts pressing the button on the 
mirror with her newly refined flame powers.  

MARCO 
I'm glad you're doing what's best for 
Meteora and Mewni and all that, but 
mostly that this is what's best for 
you. Want me to get some ice cream. 
Corn flavor? 

STAR 
That'd be great. Thanks Marco. 

Star smiles. 

Star looks over at Meteora and the mirror when she hears her 
mom's voice. 

QUEEN MOON (O.S.) 
Star? 

STAR 
Mom?! 

END EPISODE 


